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(ABSTRACT)

Past efforts at implcmenting Load Spectrum Generation and Neuber Control have centered

around minicomputers and analog circuits. The use of a personal computer to implement the tasks

is presented. On implementation of the load Spectrum Generation software, the response of the

Materials Testing System was investigated for distortion and attenuation. In particular, the effect

of the resolution of the waveform on the test system response was noted. There was neglegible at-

tenuation for full scale frequencies of up to 20 Hz. Greater waveform resolution was required at

lower frequencies than at higher frequencies. On implementation of the Neuber Control program,

the accuracy obtained at the Neuber hyperbolas was noted. Better accuracy was obtained at ramp

frequencies below 0.1 Hz.

Based on the results obtained after implcmenting the Load Spectrum Generator program

and the Neuber Control program, the performance of the personal computer in controlling fatigue

tests is evaluated. Cost effectiveness and versatility favor the use of a personal computer for the

control of fatigue tests.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The use of computers in fatigue testing has not been widespread until recently due to the

expense and effort involved. This was mainly due to limitations in technology, namely, speed, ease

of programming, and memory size of the minicomputers that were used. The advent of micro-

computers, especially personal computers, has removed these limitations and permitted tests with

complex control requirements to be carried out with increased versatility and at a lower cost. This

thesis presents the use of a personal computer in the fatigue laboratory to perform two tasks. One

is the generation of a continuous load spectrum based on a given peak/valley load history, and the

other is the on-line control of a fatigue test with specific control requirements.

I. I Background on Fatigue Testing

Engineering structures such as aircraft components subjected to complex service environ-

ments must be designed to withstand such environrnents. Effective design of these structures re-

quires, among other things, the knowledge of the behaviour of the material composing the structure

under fatigue or repetitive loading. In the fatigxe laboratory, the behaviour of material specimens
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from structures is investigated under simulated or actual conditions. This is done using a materials

testing system. The use of a personal computer is presented in this thesis to provide simulated or

actual service histories to the materials testing system. In another task, the personal computer is

used to monitor and control a fatigue test that simulates the behaviour of a notched specimen by

testing a corresponding smooth specimen with a materials testing system.

1.2 System Overview

The system consisted of a closed-loop electrohydraulic materials testing system interfaccd

to an IBM PC—XT through an A/D·D/A interface. The IBM PC·XT was used to generate a

command signal to the materials testing system which contained the test specimen.

The first system requirement was to use the PC to generate a contirnuous waveform through

a given array of peak and valley points and use the waveform as a command signal to the materials

testing system. This allows for fatigue testing with a command signal that is customized to the user

for a given application, and one that could not be generated by a function generator. The

peak/valley history could be simulated or be from actual service data.

The second system requirement was the implementation of Neuber Control (Appendix

A). Tlnis kind of test required the on-line monitoring of the material specimen response to the

command signal. A ramp signal was used as the corrnmarnd signal to the materials test system. Based

on the response of the test specimen to this loadirng, the direction of rarnpirng would be reversed

when Neuber’s criterion was satisfied. Neuber Control allows for the testing of a smooth specimen

to predict the fatigue life of a notched specimen.

In addition to the two system requirements, it was necessary that the command signal to

the test system have enough resolution at all frequencies and amplitudes of the signal to prevent the

mechanical test system from respondirng to the staircase command signal generated by the digital-

to-analog converter. In the case of Neuber Control, it was also necessary that sufiicient accuracy
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was obtained at the reversal points on the Neuber hyperbolas. Based on the results that would be

obtained for the two tests, the performance of the personal computer in controlling fatigue tests

was to be evaluated.

I.3 Existirzg Systems

Previous efforts at load spectrum generation have centered around minicomputers and an-

alog computers. Donaldson et al (1) used a minicomputer with a 24K core memory and a modified

BASIC language. They generated sine waves and arbitrary blocks with either varying or constant

frequencies using a Hardware Segment Generator. Richards and Wetzel (2) fit a ramp signal

through a specified peak/valley history. They used a hybrid combination of a digital and an analog

computer to perform the task. The digital computer provided the peak/ valley points to the analog

computer which was used to ramp up/down to the peaks and valleys. The signal was made to decay

exponentially at the peaks and valleys to prevent the mechanical test system from overshooting the

peak or valley.

Neuber Control has been implemented previously using either minicomputers or analog

control circuits. Stadnick and Morrow (3) used a rninicomputer with a resolution of 0.05 volts on

the analog-to—digital conversions. The lack of input resolution led to a control error for small values

of the hyperbolic constants. In addition, the input stress and strain signals had to be frltered of the

noise on the signals since the noise caused false triggering of reversals. An approximation to Neuber

Control using an analog control circuit was also used by Stadnick and Morrow (3). This sliding

line control method used a straight line approximation to the Neuber hyperbola and had the ad-

vantage of being inexpensive. However, sliding line control lacks the accuracy and versatility that

could be obtained by using a digital computer.
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1.4 A Dwcrcnt Approach

Based on existing systems for load spectrum generation and Neuber Control,

it was realised that a versatile and accurate system was needed that would have the ability to handle

large amounts of data, and, at the same time , be relatively inexpensive. The use of a personal

computer with a hard disk and an A/D·D/A interface seemed to satisfy the requirements. An IBM

PC-XT with a 10Mb hard disk was chosen. A hard disk was necessary to allow the specification

of large peak/valley histories of the order of 30000 points or greater. An IBM PC-XT was choscn

because of the availability of supporting hardware and software.

Chapter 2 of this thesis describes the basic closed-loop configuration of the Materials

Testing System and its control modes. The system requirements are also presented in detail.

Chapter 3 presents the software algorithms used, and the test results, together with the system

performance, are described in Chapter 4. Conclusions on the performance of the PC in fatigue

testing follow in Chapter 5.
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The system consists of a 20 kip, closed-loop, electrohydraulic materials testing machine (see

Figure l) interfaced to an IBM PC-XT through a A/D-D/A interface. Callable machine language

1/O routines were available for the interface. This chapter describes the configuration of the closed-

loop testing system and its modes of operation. Supporting software and hardware used with the

PC is described and the system requirements are then presented in detail.

2.1 System Configuratzorz

2.1.1 Closed-loop Materials Testing System

The closed-loop configuration of the material testing system is illustrated in Figure 2. The

IBM PC-XT is used to generate a command signal that is fed into a servocontroller. The servo
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controller compares the command signal with a chosen feedback signal and generates a control

signal to the servovalve wlnich controls the motion of the hydraulic actuator. The motion of the

actuator loads the specimen attached between gips. A feedback selector is used to provide the

chosen feedback signal to the servocontroller.

The capability of the feedback selector allows for three control modes of operation. Se-

lection of the load signal from the load cell as the feedback signal results in load control. In this

mode, the axial force on the specimen is controlled. Sirrnilarly, strain control implies the selection

of the strain signal from a strain gage extensometer as the feedback signal and the control of the

localized displacement of the specimen. Selection of the stroke signal as the feedback signal resultsE
in stroke control whereby the actuator displacement is controlled.

In addition to the tlnree transducer signals being fed irnto the feedback selector, the

transducer signals are available as extemal signals that could be mornitored by the IBM PC-XT via

the A/D-D/A interface and then used to generate an appropriate commarnd signal based on the

specimen response to a loadirng. This type of orn—line monitoring is utilized to implemernt Neuber

Control. .

2.1.2 Supporting Software and Hardware for the PC

Usirng progammed I/O to generate the command signals to the test system and the morni-

toring of the material response required the use of A/D-D/A boards for the PC. Data Trarnslation

boards DT2801-A and DT2805 were used (4). A set of machine language I/O routines accomparnied

the boards (5). These routirnes could be called by a high level language to perforrn l/O. Irn addition

to the interface boards, the PC was updated with 640K of memory using a SixPakPlus multifurnc-

tion board made by AST Research. RAM drive software accomparnied the multifunction board (6).

A RAM drive is a simulated disk drive in memory that could be used for fast storage during I/O

irntensive tasks. RAM drives provide faster storage and access times over regular disk drives. An

IBM Macro Assembler (7) and Turbo Pascal (8) by Borlarnd Corporation were also utilized.
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2.2 System Requirements

There were two main system requirements. The first requirement was to generate a smooth

load spectrum based on a given peak/valley load history. The second requirement was the irnple-

mentation of Neuber Control (Appendix A) given a nominal load history.

2.2.1 Load Spectrum Generation

Analog or digital function generators that accompany materials testing systems have the

capability of generating standard waveforms such as constant amplitude sinusoids, square waves

and ramps. However, these generators lack the ability to generate variable amplitude waveforms and

smooth waveforms through user specified peak/valley histories. For such applications, an extemal

function generator is required that can generate the complex waveforms that are characteristic of

actual service environments. Figure 3 shows three load histories obtained from actual service envi-

ronments. A rnicrocomputer is suited to generate such customized waveforms given the large

number of peak/valley points from the history.

Given a peak/valley history from actual service environments, it was desired that a contin-

uous curve be fitted through the specified peak/valley history using the IBM PC-XT. The waveform

was to be fitted by scaling a full scale cosine between each peak/valley pair in the history. The fitted

waveform was then to be output to the materials testing system as the command signal with the

testing system under load or stroke control. The system would have to have the ability of handling

lengthy peak/valley histories obtained from actual sevice environments.

The decision to use a sinusoid to fit the peak/valley data was based on the ability of the

rnechanical test system to respondto such a waveform at frequencies of up to 20 Hz without dis-

tortion. Due to simplicity of generation, another obvious choice would have been a ramp. How-

ever, this choice was discarded since it was felt that the abrupt change in slope of the ramp would
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cause a distortion in the test system response by overshooting the peak or valley. The choice of a

cosine over a sine was arbitrary.

In addition to the continuity of the output waveform, it was to have sufficient resolution

at all amplitudes and frequencies to prevent the mechanical test system from responding to the

staircase signal generated by the digital~to-analog converter. This meant that large amplitudes would

require a greater number of points fitted between the peak and valley as compared to smaller am-

plitudes. The test system response was to be checked for distortion and attenuation at all operating

frequencies.

During the output of the wavefonn, the frequency of output of the waveform was to be

based on the frequency of a full scale swing (dz 10 volts) of the output waveform specified by the

user. The requirement was that the frequency of the output waveform between each peak/valley

pair was to be inversely proportional to the magnitude difference between the peak and valley, with

the constant of proportionality being determined by the frequency of the full scale swing desired (see

Figure 4.). Imposing this requirement would result in a constant frequency waveform for constant

arnplitudes with larger arnplitudes having a lower frequency. Such a variation in frequency mini-

rnizes variations in rate, hence reducing problems of waveform distortion near the response limits

of the test system. This type of a waveform is known as a block variable amplitude spectrum (9).

Full scale swing frequencies of up to 20 Hz were desired.

2.2.2 Neuber Control

The stress and strain behaviour of a notched specimen subjected to a load history could

be simulated by testing a corresponding smooth specirnen under Neuber Control (Appendix A).

Implementing Neuber Control requires the on-line monitoring of the smooth specimen stress and

strain response to a loading. Based on the specimen response, the direction of loading would be

reversed when Neuber’s criterion was satisfied.
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It was desired that the test be carried out under strain control. The command signal to the

test system was to be a ramp signal whose direction was to be reversed on satisfaction of Neuber’s

rule. A ramp signal was chosen due to the ease of irnplementing a change in rarnp direction within

the software. Since the test was to be carried out at frequencies below 5 Hz, overshoot by the test

system at the peaks and valleys was not expected. The frequency of ramping was to be a constant

for a given test, but the user was to have the option of chosing a test frequency of up to 5 Hz. In

addition to the variable frequency option, the system was to have the ability to handle large nominal

load histories which could be of constant or variable amplitude. Sufiicient accuracy was also desired

at the reversal points on the Neuber hyperbolas.

Another requirement of the test was that the initial direction of rarnping (upwards or

downwards) would have to be user selectable to allow the test to begin in tension or compression.

This requirement, together with the ability to accomodate constant or variable nominal load his-

tories, meant that the software was to allow the specilication of various types of nominal load his-

tories as shown in Figure 5.
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The software implemented to fulfill the system requirements was written using Assembler

and a modified version of Standard Pascal called Turbo Pascal. Callable machine language I/O

routines were available with the A/D-D/A interface and were used with Turbo Pascal to irnplement

Neuber Control. The Load Spectrum Generation program was written in assembly language. A

8087 Numeric Co-processor was used for mathematical computations.

3. 1 Load Spectrum Generator

3.1.1 Use of Assembly Language

Assembly language was chosen over a high level language such as Turbo Pascal or Basic

due to stringent I/O requirements. The need for having a variable number of points for different

amplitudes to meet resolution requirements meant that a read from storage for the number of points

had to be performed for each swing from a peak to a valley or from a valley to a peak. For a high
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level implementation, a read from storage would result in a signilicant delay leading to a disruption

of the output waveform. Moreover, additional delays at the peaks and valleys would result from the

high level statements that would be required to set the on—boa.rd clock period for the block routines

that would have to be used to output the waveform from each peak to a valley and valley to a peak

at a different frequency.

To prevent the delays at the peaks and the valleys associated with high level irnplcmenta—

tion, an altemate solution was sought. The use of a tight assembly level timing loop to meet the

variable frequency requirements seemed a feasible solution with the number of points to be read in

from a defined data segment in memory.

3.1.2 Waveform Resolution

To satisfy resolution requirements, a variable number of points were used to fit the

waveform. The number of points used between a given peak and valley was dependant on the

magnitude difference between the peak and the valley, AP and on the number of points, N in a full

scale swing requested by the user (see Table l). Binary ranges were chosen for ease of computation

within the program. The user was given the option of chosing one of three powers of two for the

number of points, N in a full-scale swing. Three options were provided to accomodate for different

frequencies of the output waveform and to investigate the aifect of the resolution of the waveform

on the test system response at various frequencies.

3.1.3 Sequential I/0 from the disk

Since large amounts of data were involved, it was necessary that there be efficient disk I/O

to store any intermediate files created and read them when required. Disk I/O was pcrforrned by

sequential reads and writes after pre-defining the File Control Blocks for the input and output files.
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Extensive use of DOS function calls was made to read in and write out the data via defined buffers

in the File Control Blocks. To read an existing file, it was first opened using function call OFH.

Sequential reads were then perforrned using function call 14H. Sirnilarly, to write to a new disk file,

the file was first created using function call l6I·I. Sequential writes were then perforrned using

function call 15H. Once the sequential writes were completed, the newly created file was closed

using function call l0H. The buffers for data transfer were defined using function call IAH. The

basic unit of data transfer (record size) to/from the disk was a short real number contained in four

bytes.

3.1.4 Program Structure

The program is structured such that the main program consists mainly of calls to other

procedures that perform a specific high level function. This sort of structured programming made

debugging of the program easier. From the functional viewpoint, the main program performs three

basic tasks as shown in Figure 6. The peak/valley history could not be fitted and output at the same

time because a software timing loop was to be used to provide the appropriate frequency of output

during the output phase.

First, the program is initialized by defining the segment registers, setting up a retum to DOS

on exit, and resetting the DT2801·A board. D/A channel 0 is then set to zero volts and the user

notified so that the connection between the materials test system and the personal computer could

be made. Setting the output to zero volts is essential since on boot·up, all channels are set to minus

full scale (-10 Volts). Connection at this point would result in the test system applying a full scale

load, which would generally physically destroy the test specirnen and perhaps even other laboratory

fixtures. The user is then prompted for the desired number of points in a full scale swing of the

output waveforrn, the desired frequency of a full-scale swing of the output waveforrn, and for the

number of repeatitions of the entire load history desired. The display of the user prompts and data

input from the keyboard are perforrned using DOS function calls via INT 2lH. Display of prompts

SOFTWARE ALGORITHNIS 18
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is achieved using function call 09H whereas keyboard input is performed using function call 0AH.

Other screen functions such as clearing the screen and positioning of the cursor are performed using

INT l0H. Ascii to binary conversion is performed on all user input.

Depending on the input by the user to the prompts, each peak/valley pair is read in from

the hard disk of the personal computer and fitted with a half-cycle cosine between the peak and the

valley. The fitting is done by scaling a pre—defmed full scale half-cycle cosine in memory between

every peak/valley pair. Based on the magnitude difference between the peak and the valley, an

appropriate number of points are used to fit the cosine in accordance with Table l. The fitted

peak/valley pair is then stored back to the hard disk for output later. The corresponding number

of points used to fit the peak/valley pair is also stored in an array. File l/O to/from the hard disk

is performed using sequential reads and writes after defining the File Control Blocks for the input

and output files. The peak/valley history is assumed to exist in a binary file on the hard disk under

the file name DATA.ARR. The fitted data is written back to the hard disk into an interrnediate file

named DATAPTSARR. lt is assumed that the hard disk contains enough free space to store the

interrnediate file. Guidelines for determining the amount of free space required by the interrnediate

file are given in Appendix D.

The final task of the main program is to output the fitted waveform as the command signal

to the materials testing system via the D/A converter. The frequency of output of the data points

between every peak and valley is dependant on the number of points fitted between the peak and

valley and on the frequency for a full—scale swing of the waveform requested by the user. The timing

for the output of points is provided by a software timing loop. The rate ofoutput of the data points

is varied to maintain a constant slope from each peak to a valley as required by a spectrum

waveform. Timing accuracy to microseconds is obtainable using the timing loop.

The fitted data is output in blocks of 64K. Each block is first read from the file

DATAPTSARR and written to the defined extra segment. The block is then output to the test

system through the D/A channel 0 on the DT280l-A board. During the reading of the block from

the intermediate file, the output waveform assumes a constant value that was last output before the

block read began. The time required to read a 64K block is of the order of seconds and is not be-
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lieved to affect the behaviour of the specimen. Once the blocks are depleted, the whole history is

repeated for the number of times requested by the user. The number of times the entire load history

is repeated is displayed on the screen. All the fitted data is not read into the memory at once due

to the limited memory size of 640K. A block size of 64K was chosen based on the largest segment

size that can be defined.

3.1.4.1 Debugging Toolfor 8087 Instructions

An 8087 Numeric Co-processor was used to perform mathematical computations and data

transfer. Therefore, 8087 instructions were used in the assembly language program. Debugging of

8086 instructions was done using the DEBUG facility in DOS (10). However, DEBUG does not

accomodate the debugging of 8087 instructions. Thus, a debugging method suggested by Bradley

(1 1) was used which enabled the viewing of the 8087 stack.

The method involved the use of an additional routine with DEBUG that popped the 8087

stack top into a known memory area when executed. The debugging procedure involved the use

of DEBUG to issue a breakpoint at a specific point in the program where the 8087 stack top needed

viewing. Once control was passed to DEBUG, the additional debug routine, placed at a known

location using the ORG statement, was executed. The routine was as follows:

TEN6 DD 1000000

ORG 400H

BCD_TEMP DT ?

ORG 410H

FIMUL TEN6

FBSTP BCD_TEMP

INT 3
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On popping the 8087 stack top into BCD_TEMP area, INT 3 passed control back to

DEBUG. The BCD__TEMP area could then be viewed using the examine command in DEBUG.

The only drawback to this method was that the program had to be rerun for every breakpoint is-

sued since the 8087 stack top was popped and not replaced whenever the additional routine was

executed.

3.1.4.2 Data Handling Capabilities

The number of points used to fit the cosine between every peak/valley pair is stored in an

array in the data segment. After definition of the File Control Blocks and constants, approximately

60K remained in the data segment for the definition of an array to hold the number of points for

each peak/valley pair in the history. This meant the ability to specify 30000 peak/valley points in

the history since each value occupied a word (2 bytes). 30000 points were considered sufficient for

the definition of most actual environment histories. However, the definition of another segment

to hold additional points is possible and would require additional programming effort.

3.2 The Neuber Control Program

3.2.1 Use of Turbo Pascal Interfaced to I/O Routines

In implementing Neuber Control, the main task required by the program was the contin-

uous sampling of two A/D channels and the simultaneous monitoring for a specified condition. A

high level language interfaced to callable assembly language I/O routines was chosen to implement

Neuber Control after the assumption that the sampling rate obtainable by the high level statements
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calling the I/O routines would be high enough to obtain sufiicient accuracy at the reversal points

on the Neuber hyperbolas. The relationship of the sampling rate on the stress and strain signals to

the desired accuracy on the Neuber hyperbolas is illustrated in Figure 7. The accuracy is dependant

on the sampling rate and the ramp rate. Therefore, low sampling rates with high ramp rates could

cause the reversal to be missed if a high accuracy was desired. The accuracy obtainable for different

ramp rates was to be investigated. Turbo Pascal by Borland was chosen as the high level language

because it provided a good development environment and interface for the IBM PC-XT.

3.2.2 Concurrent processing using DMA

Implementation of Neuber Control required concurrent processing. On one hand, a ramp

signal was to be output as the command signal to the test system. Simultaneously, stress and strain

signals from the test system were to be monitored to check for the satisfaction of Neuber’s criterion.

Various options existed for implementing the concurrent proccesing. The option requiring an

asynchronous DMA output routine with two A/D-D/A boards was used. Board 2 was used to

output the ramp waveforrn using DMA. The DMA routine was aynchronous whereby it would

retum to execute the following statements immediately instead of waiting for the DMA to com-

plete. In this manner, once the DMA statement was executed, board l was used to monitor stress

and strain while ramp generation was proceeding. Other options of implementing the concurrent

processing included the design of a.n extemal ramp generation circuit (digital or analog) with the

ramp reversal triggered by the computer. The two board option was chosen due to the availability

of a second board. A single interface board could not be used to perforrn the sirnultancous tasks

because the on-board processor would become dedicated to the DMA controller on the PC during

DMA thus disallowing any other I/O to occur simultaneously.
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3.2.3 Program Structure

The software algorithm implemented for Neuber Control performs four major tasks as

shown in Figure 8. First, the user is prompted to input the necessary data for the test. The necessary

data includes:

• The specimen number.

• The Fatigue Notch Factor.

• The Modulus of Elasticity.

•
The specimen area.

•
The full scale strain.

• The full scale load.

• The desired tolerance on the Neuber hyperbolas.

• The rarnp rate.

• The desired initial dirction of loading.

• The desired type of test: constant amplitude or variable amplitude.

• The maximum and minimum nominal load values for constant amplitude tests.

Based on the desired initial direction of loading, the analog data values for a full scale cycle

of a ramp are defined in a one-dimensional array. The hyperbolic constants are then computed and
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stored in an interrnediate file in a RAM drive. A RAM drive is used over a regular drive or a hard

disk to reduce the time lags required to store the reversal points. For constant amplitude tests, the

first and second constants are computed, and then all the others are the same as the second. This

is shown in Figure 9. For constant amplitude 0 to maximum loading, all constants would be the

same. For variable amplitude tests, the hyperbolic constants are all different and are computed after

reading in the peaks and the valleys of the nominal load history from an input file. The intermediate

file is closed once all the constants are computed and stored.

The third task is to begin ramping and monitoring of the stress and strain signals until

Neuber’s critexion is satisfied within the specified tolerance. The two A/D-D/A boards are first in-

itialized. Ramping is then begun using DMA on board 2 while the stress and strain signals are

monitored via board 1. The selection of the boards within the software is done using a

SELECTBOARD command.

Finally, on satisfaction of Neuber’s criterion, the DMA proces is stopped and the location

of a pointer within the analog data value array found. Based on the count remaining from the

bottom of that array, the whole array is redefined so that the ramping direction would be changed.

This is necessary since the DMA routine always begins its output with the first element in the array.

The redefenition process involves the rotation of the array followed by an inversion of the rotated

array as shown in Figure 10. Ramping is then begun again in the reversed direction together with

the monitoring of the stress and strain signals. 'Ihis process is then continued until the nominal

history ends.

3.2.3.1 Speed-up techniques

It was desired that maximum accuracy be obtained at the Neuber hyperbolas. Factors that

limited the accuracy were the rarnp rate selected by the user and the sampling rate of the stress and

strain signals. Therefore, to maximize the accuracy, the sampling rate of the stress and strain signals

had to be maximized since the rarnp rate was user selectable and fixed for a given test. The sam-
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pling rate of the stress and strain was a constant dependant on the time required to execute a fixed

number of program statements in the monitoring loop. The statements in the monitoring loop

sampled the two A/D channels, converted the corresponding analog data values to stress and strain,

and then checked for the satisfaction of Neuber’s cxiterion. The only way of incrcasing the sampling

rate was to decrease the time required to execute these instructions. This was done using three

speed-up techniques. First, an 8087 Numeric Coprocessor was used to reduce computation time.

Secondly, all constants required within the loop were computed outside of the monitoring loop,

and finally, additional instructions were used to perfonn the arithmetic absolute function instead

of calling the ABS function provided by Turbo Pascal. This resulted in the saving of time required

to push and pop the return address onto/from the system stack.
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On implementation of the Load Spectrum Generator program, the effect of the waveforrn

resolution on the test system response was investigated. The test system response was also checked

for any attenuation. On implementation of the Neuber Control program, the accuracy obtained

at the Neuber hyperbolas was noted. The Neuber Control program was also tested with different

nominal load histories. The system performance and the test results obtained are described in this

chapter.

4. l The Test System Response to Dw”erent Spectra

It was irnperative that the mechanical test system be able to respond to the applied com-

mand signal without any attenuation. This would affirm the transfer of the command signal to the

specimen effectively. In addition, the command signal waveforrn would have to be smooth enough

to prevent the mechanical test system from responding to the staircase signal generated by the
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digital·to·ana1og converter. To investigate the response of the mechanical test system, the Load

Spectrum Generator program was used to generate spectra with different resolutions and full scale

frequencies. The spectra was applied to a test system under load control and containing a smooth

steel specimen.

4.1.1 Effect of Waveform Resolution on System Response

The effect of the waveform resolution on the system response was investigated for a con-

stant full scale frequency of 1 Hz, but with a different number of points corresponding to a full scale

swing. The system response obtained is shown in Figures 11,12 and 13. From the system response,

it was seen that the waveform did not have enough resolution when the number of points corre—

sponding to a full scale swing were 32 and 64. For 128 points, the command waveform was smooth

enough so that the system response approached the the command signal. Therefore, to prevent the

system from responding to the staircase waveform, 128 points should be used for frequencies of 1

Hz or lower. At higher full scale frequencies of 10 Hz or greater, the number of points could be

reduced since the test system will attenuate or smoothen off the staircase at those high frequencies.

ln essence, the rate of output of the data points had to be above the frequency response of the test

system.

4.1.2 Attenuation of the Command Wavefrom

The test system response was checked for attenuation at operating frequencies of up to 20

Hz. From Figures 11,12 and 13, it was seen that there wasn’t any attenuation at a full scale fre-

quency of 1 Hz. Spectra with higher full scale frequencies were applied and the results shown in

Figures 14,15 and 16. Even at higher full scale frequencies above 1 Hz, there wasn’t any signal at-

tenuation. A phase lag was evident at full scale frequencies of 10 Hz and 20 Hz.
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corresponding to a full scale swing
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Figure 14. System response to a spectrum with a full scale frequency of 5 Hz and 128 points
corresponding to a full scale swing
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Figure 15. System response to a spectrum with a full scale frequency of 10 Hz and 128 points
corresponding to a full scale swing
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Figure 16. System response to a spectrum with a full scale frequency of 20 Hz and 128 points
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4.2 Neuber Control Results

The Neuber Control program was tested with the four different types of nominal load

histories shown in Figure 5. A smooth steel specimen 617-12 was used for the tests. Figures 17

shows the results obtained for a constant arnplitude test with initial loading in compression.The

inset shows the stress relaxation during constant strain due to the time lag between ramps.

4.2.1 Accuracy at the Neuber Hyperbolas

The accuracy at the Neuber hyperbolas was found using the tolerance on the hyperbolic

constants specified by the user for a given test. The actual values of the hyperbolic constants were

known. At ramp frequencies of 0.05 Hz or less, an accuracy of 0.5% to 1.5% was achieved. This

accuracy corresponded to using a tolerance of 0.001 to 0.005 on the hyperbolic constants. At fre-

quencies above 0.05 Hz, a tolerance of 0.05 had to be used to obtain accuracies of approxirnately

10%. The accuracy decreased with increasing ramp rates, because, at higher ramp rates, the speci-

men responded faster but the sampling rate remained a constant. Therefore, more samples were

obtainable at lower ramp rates resulting in better accuracy. The accuracies obtained were sufiicient

since most tests are carried out at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.

4.2.2 Time Lags between Ramps

Time lags of the order of 500 milliseconds were present despite the use of a RAM drive to

store the reversal points. The majority of the delay was due to the time required to display the re-

versal points on the screen and to redefrne the analog data value array. Time lags of the same order
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Figure 17. Neuber Control results for a constant amplitude test
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were obtained by Donaldson et al (1). However, these time lags were not beleived to effect the test

results or the conclusions dexived thereof.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

One of the objectives of this work was to evaluate the performance of the personal com-

puter in its ability to control fatigue tests. The performance was then to be weighed with the system

cost and the system versatility. Based on the problems encountered and the results obtained in

implementing the Load Spectrum Generator program and the Neuber Control program, an

assesment could be made of the performance of the personal computer in fatigue testing.

5. I System Performance

Two important performance criteria for computer controlled testing are the sarnpling rate

and the output rate that could be obtained by the computer system during the test. Two methods

were used to obtain high output rates using programmed output. One was the use of burst output

using assembly language in the Load Spectrum Generator program to obtain output rates as high

as 5 KHz. Higher rates of up to 20 KHz could have been obtained but were not required. The

other method was the use of Direct Memory Access in the Neuber Control program to obtain ramp

rates limited only by digital-to-analog conversion time on the interface board. Although both the
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methods resulted in high output rates, they had their drawbacks. Assembly language prograrnrning

required a lot of programming time and the use of DMA required uninterrupted output at a con-

stant frequency unless an extemal trigger source was used. An altemate solution for tasks requiring

slower sampling rates was to use a high level language to call assembly language I/O routines. This

method was used to monitor the stress and strain channels in the Neuber Control implementation.

Sampling rates of 200 Hz per channel were obtained. Lower sampling rates were obtained due to

the inefiiciences involved with compiled code as compared to assembly code and due to the time

required by high level statements to call the I/O routines.

Another performance criteria pertaining to the computer control of tests is the ability of the

system to handle large amounts of data. Present day personal computers come equipped with hard

disks with that have the capability to store 20 Megabytes or more. 'lirerefore, data handling capa-

bilities are only limited by the amount of memory accompanying a system. The Load Spectrum

Generator program had the capability of accomodating peak/valley histories of 30000 points with

a 10 Mb hard disk. Larger histories could have been accomodated with additional programming

effort but the capability was not required.

The system versatility that can be obtained by using a personal computer for fatigue testing

as compared to other methods of implementation such as analog circuits is also worth considering.

A case in point would be the Neuber Control program, whereby once the essential part of the

program was written to perform zero to maximum loading tests, changing the program to imple-

ment other types of nominal load histories became very easy. Other examples would be the ability

to chose a variable number to fit the peak/valley data in the Load Spectrum Generator program

and the ability to generate ramps of different frequencies in the Neuber Control program.
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5.2 System Cost and Remarks

The hardware needed to implement the two software tools consisted of an IBM PC-XT

equipped with 640K of memory and a 10 Mb hard disk. Two A/D-D/A interface boards were also

required. The system cost would then be the cost of the above items and the relatively minor costs

of licensed software. Based on the results obtained from the two programs, the use of a personal

computer to control the fatigue tests was justifiable, especially due to the cost effectiveness and

versatility obtainable by their use. Testing with high performance requirements on I/O would re-

quire assembly language programming.

5.3 Future Work

In the future, use of the inline facility in Turbo Pascal could be made to interface assembly

language routines to Turbo Pascal. This would allow the use of Turbo Pascal for user prompts and

file input/ output whereas the assembly language code could be used to drive the A/D-D/A interface

and for data transfer during high performance I/O. Such a high level to assembly language inter-

facing would reduce programming time and cost. This is based on the assumption that there aren’t

any interfacing limitations using the inline facility in Turbo Pascal.

Additional work could be done to improve the accuracy at the Neuber hyperbolas if de-

sired. Other high level languages such as C or compiled Basic could be tried to obtain a faster

sampling rate for the stress and strain signals. Sampling rates of 300 Hz per channel have been ob-

tained using compiled Basic and PCLAB callable routines with a DT2801 interface board (12).

Even higher sarnpling rates could be obtained if an assembly language routine were written to

sample the stress and strain. Conversion of the present program in Turbo Pascal to other high level

languages would not be difficult.
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Appendix A. Neuber Control

Due to the impracticality of local stress measurements in notched specimens, the testing

of smooth specimens is often preferred in the fatigue laboratory as these allow the direct measure-

ment of both stress and strain. Figure 18 shows a smooth specimen attached between grips in a

materials testing system. A smooth specimen subjected to a load history under Neuber control

could be used to predict the fatiguc life of a notched member under similar conditions (3).

Neuber's rule relates the theoretical stress concentration factor to the stress and strain

concentration factors as follows: (12)

1 2K, = <K,,K,> (

where K, is the theoretical stress concentration factor, K, is the stress concentration factor arid K,

is the strain concentration factor.

For fatiguc applications under cyclic loading, this equation reduces to: (3)

KéS 2
AcAc =

( )
E

where K, is the fatiguc notch factor, AS is the nominal stress range, E is the modulus of elasticity,

Ao is the stress range at the notch root and As is the strain range at the notch root.
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Givcn a load history, the right side of the above equation becomes a known constant for

a particular half-cycle of the load history. The equation represents the Neuber hyperbola for that

half-cycle. Figure 19 illustrates the manual application of Neuber control for two half- cycles.
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Appendix B. Guidelines for running the Load

Spectrum Generator program

R€qllii’€I71€lltS
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to Flllliliilg the pF0gi'Gm

• 'Ihe peak/valley data must exist in a binary file in a one- dimensional array. The file must be

named DATA.ARR and be on the C: drive of the IBM PC-XT. Binary files can be generated

using the MS Fortran Compiler for the IBM PC·XT or with the Fortran compiler on the IBM

mainframe.

• The peak/valley history must not have greater than 30000 points.

•
The peak/valley data must be scaled down to 1 10.

• The history must begin and end with a zero.

• Make sure that the hard disk(C: drive) has enough free space for an intermediate file that is

generated by the program. The file will be named DATAPTS.ARR. Any existing file on the
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hard disk with this name will be overwritten. Thus, the space occupied by an existing

DATAPTS.ARR file should be considered as free space. Free space of the order of fifty to a

hundred times the memory occupied by the DATA.ARR file should usually be sufficient.

• The file GEN_HlST.EXE must exist on the C: drive.

B.2 Running the program

• Boot the IBM PC-XT to the C: drive.

• Make sure all of the above requirements are satisfied.

• In response to the C > prompt, type GEN_HIST < ENTER >

The program will then prompt you to connect channel 0 of the D/A board to the Materials

Test system. Other prompts will then follow.

B.3 Stopping the program prior to normal termination

To stop the program at any point, press the CNTRL and BREAK keys simultaneously.

The program will then come to a halt at the end of that repetition of the history.
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Appendix C. Guidelines for running the Neuber

Control Program

C. I Requirements prior to running the program

• A file named SUPERDRVCOM must exist on the C: drive.

• A B: RAM drive must be set up. This could be done by using the command SUPERDRV

B:/4 in the AUTOEXECBAT file on the C: drive.

C.2 Running the program

The executable Neuber Control Program is set up as a COM file called NBR.COM which

is invoked by a batch file called NEUBERBAT. On exit from the NBR.COM file, the interme-

diate file used for reversal point storage is saved onto the hard disk. This is done to prevent losing
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the reversal point data in the RAM drive which would be destroyed if the computer was turned

off. To run the Neuber Control Program:

• Make sure that all of the above requirements are satisfied.

• Boot the IBM PC-XT to the C: drive with the AUTOEXECBAT file on that drive. This

would create the RAM drive.

• In response to the C > prompt, type NEUBER < ENTER >

The program will then prompt the user for input.
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Appendix D. Load Spectrum Generator Source Code

The following pages of this appendix contain the source code for the Load Spectrum

Generator program. The defined segments are indicated with double scorings whereas individual

procedures are marked with single scorings and are commented in detail. The registers required by

the individual procedures are also indicated. ·
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FCB_F]ISIZ ID ?
Fca°¤¤:m m ?
FCB;RESV
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EEGNIRC E 00
FEEINHVIRC KD ?

;EE’DIE'H·IEE'I1E®‘I1R)LBL£(E@'I!·1EE'I1E'11‘*.'IAP1S.ARR
I

FCHGUIIE IAEIL BYIE
FZBIRIVEWIB 03
E(B—NAMEW EB 'DKTAPIS 'EG-EXIW IB 'ARR'
ECB_BL(XI<Wl]V OOOO
F(BT{SIZWUN ?
FCB;E'I.SIZWBD ?
FCBDAIEW IM ?
F('.B;RESVW D1' ?
ECBCNIEVIZB OO
ECB;RD4R¤NI]) ?

;lIIF]NE'H·IEREIIRDSIZEAM)HJEEERARE2§SECR71-1E1VDFHESAH)\7E

' REIIIRDSZIEQJ 4
HIFFERI IID ?
HJFEEIQ ED ?
HJFFEK3 BD ?

;lIIFINE THE I.@['IG‘1S FCRIHE ERKR FLA$

' mm ua oo
ERRCR]. IB OO
EHZCIO IB OO
ERHIB ä OO
ERKR4 E OO

;1IIFINE 'IHE ERRCR AND *11-IE USER H¤@IS
I

ERRIRNEI IB 'ERKR IN OPENING FILE',lO,l3, '$'ERECR_l·SG2 IB 'ERRZRINREADDG F.'I1E',lO,l3,'$'
ERRZRWSG3 IB 'ERKZR]1*I®I‘II~lC§E'.ILE',lO,l3,'$'
ERRZR;}/S34 IB 'ERKRINCRELÄIDG FHE',lO,l3,'$'

(RLP IB 1o,12,1o,1s,·$·

@@1*1 EB 'AT]1ACHD/ACHANNELO10'11·1El'!IS.']I—1EC1J1'EIJI*Q~I'
IB '('HANNEIL O IS O VOI.E[S.',lO,l3,lO,l3,'$'

PRMP12 ISB 'PIEASE RESRIQD 'IO AILTHE H¤@IS IN 'IHE E'CR4AT'
BB 'S—¤~lN.',lO,l3,'FOLLCI¢VE2-\L'I{WI'11-I'
E 'ARE.'1URNKEY.',lO,J.3,lO,l3,lO,l3,'$'

H¤@I’3 IB 'ENIEIR'11·IE]NHZECRAFUILSC2\IES$VI1~lC§'
IB 'OF'IHEGJI'HI1‘WAVEF(1?*I.',lO,l3,"11·1ERAI~1l'EOF VALZII>'
IB 'ISOlHZ'IO20I—IZ.',lO,l3,'('I1—IE}'
IB 'ECR*4ATMlSI*BE## EX: OlCR1.5E1C.)',lO,l3,'$'

P£¤@1*4 EB 'EN1ER*1HE%QEROF'1VD'I!—lATW11I«'IO'.[TiE'
IB 'NLMHROF mINIS',10,l3,']NAEUILSCE\IES^7II‘JC}OF'
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IB
' 'IHE<1JITUTWAVEECR°I.',10,13,'VALIDII‘!IEIEI?.SARE 5,6'

E ' Q 7.•,10,13,•$·

PRJEPIS E 'I¤¢MANYT1MESmY(IJWISEI'IOREIPE¥\'I"I!—IEI£1Z\D'
IB ' HISIL'R‘[?',10,13,'W\L'I1)INIEI.¥¤."ISAREl'II)99'
IB ,10,1:·„,·$·

DISPLAY1 IB 'MMBER OF B OF LQAD HISICRY I.EFT$'

DISPIAY2 IB ' $'

DISPIAY3 IB$'

; IIEFDIE 'IHE AND MEMZRY IOGXTIGS

' zum m 00
ZEml IB 00
CI-IEIX EB 00

REST PT ID ?
SEIINI5 PT KO

BD ?
A ED ?
B ED ?
CNIR UN ?
GE 1]*7 4

IM ?
PPR UV ?
QIR UN ?
RH? UN ?
SER IW ?
TI-R UV ?
UPR IM ?

P HV ?
Q [W ?
R IN ?
S IN ?
T IN ?
U UV ?

CIIJNIER U4 ?

I~D_OF_PIS UN 30000 IIJP(?)

ZER PT STF ED 0.625
GE_PT_’I'F ED 1.250
'IV~D_PT:F1V ID 2.500
FIVE 1]) 5.000
'IVD ED 2.000
'IEN II) 10.00

SI'AIS_WIRD 114 ?
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EEEIA P ED ?
EIHAYT ED ?
¤E:L T' m ?
C

_
HN ?

MES ID -10.0
CCNV (II‘SI‘ ID 204.8
DIG EE HN

Ur? ?
R)INIER IN 0
POINIER1 1]*7 ?
IOYHER2 III? ?
'IEN 'IO SIX ID 1000000.0

ID 1000.0
EL-

_
EW ?

IEP CIR I]/~7 ?
OZIJNIE DV ?
TIME 1]) 4.0

IN 64700
DV 65200
DN ?

FLPG UN 0

Y~lHJ?_ARELÄ IABEIL BYIE
MAX E 3
IEN E ?
INP? E 3 EUP(' ')

ISI
'IEEN FCN DN 1
VAIUE IN 0
FCURIY UN 40

'IW]/7 IN 2
GE T_E IN 128
EUR 1]*7 4
SH D7 6
‘IEN2 UN 10
CNIRL WRD UN ?
CNIRIE Ur? ?
HAIF 1]) 0.5
SIAT_WRD UN ?
REP EW ?

DÄI¥\_SEEI

7 EFYE 'IHE CDII SEHENI‘
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COCE__SEI5 SEI}‘IEN1* PARA 'CI)III'

I

I

7 MAIN_CNE
I

7'1HI”SIS’.T.HEMAI]*IOF'I]·IEHXI§?AI*IAI‘II)CALLSALL
7']]·IERES1*OF’]]·IE(CI{. 'IHE
7 PRIMPIS'1HEIBERF(1?']]·IE(I*IAI*lD'1I·IE!‘IFT1S'I]·lE
;PEAK-VALLEY}HSIC1?YII*IF']1E 'DÄIA.ARR' W1*1!{AS°®II—IGBI!‘1EPIK]*'I
7 EA¤·IEK'1OVALLEYANDF@*IEIZ*nCII·I\Tl-)«LLEY'IOAP’E7äK. 'IHEFITIED
7DA'IAIS’H·IH¢S1'CREDD€AF]1E'I1AIAPIS.ARR'AbH)FH]4ALLYHJLLED
7UP]NIORAM]NBLüIGAND(1H1UTTO'H·IE}HSLB]}X3D/AC}!Z\bH‘lEIL„0
7 OF THE DÄIA @\RD D1’280l-A.

7 USED: ALL
7 CALLED: ALL (DIRECTLBZ @ NESIED)

MA]N_CNE HU] FAR

ASSLME $:®CE_SEG,IB:DÄ'LA_SEE,SS:S1AQ(_SEE,ES:E§GRA_S}EI5
I

7IIIFINEAFUI.LSCALE(IBII*lECI.71ZVEF1€1{+1'10·1
I

CIB_']]*lE1A H) 1
1]] 0.99969880O
LD 0.99879540O
BD 0.9972904OO
H] 0.9951847OO
ID 0.99247960O
ID 0.98917650O
IZD 0.98527770O
BD O.980785300
ID 0.97570210O
BD O.97003]300
LD 0.963776lOO
BO O.956840400
ID 0.94952820O
BD 0.94].544100
KD O.932992800
KD 0.9238795OO
II) O.9l4209700
1]) O.903989300
KO 0.8932243OO
IIO 0.88192].200
ID O.870087000
DO 0.85772860O
II) 0.84485360O
ID 0.831469000
ID 0.81758480O
ID 0.80320750O
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ED 0.78834640O
II) 0.77301040O
ED 0.75720880O
ID 0.74095]l00
ID 0.72424710O
1]) 0.70710680O
ID 0.68954050O
ID 0.67155890O
ID 0.65317280O
ID 0.63439330O
BD 0.6].5231600
ID 0.59569930O
ID O.575808200
ED 0.55557020O
1]) O.534997600
BD 0.51410270O
ID O.492898200
ID O.471396700
H) 0.44961].300
BD 0.42755510O
ED 0.40524130O
ED 0.38268340O
ID O.359895000
UD 0.33688980O
II) 0.31368170O
ED 0.290284600
ID 0.2667]2800
ID 0.24298010O
ID 0.21910120O
DO 0.].95090200
I1) 0.17096]900
ID O.146730500
ID 0.].22410600
11) 0.09801713O
BD 0.07356449O
BD 0.04906765O
[D 0.02454].140
DDID

-.02454114O
CD -.04906765O
ID -.07356449O
ED -.09801713O
ID -.1224106OO
BD -.14673050O
BD -. 17096].900
1]) -.19509020O
ID -.21910]200
KD -.24298010O
ED -.26671280O
ED -.29028460O
BO -.3]3681700
IID -.3368898OO
II) -.359895000
ID -.38268340O
ED -.40524].300
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DD -.427555lOO
ID -.44961].300
1]) -.4713967OO
ID -.4928982OO
ID -.5l4l02700
1]) -.53499760O
ED -.55557020O
1]) -.57580820O
1]) -.59569930O
ID -.61523160O
ED -.63439330O
H) -.65317280O
1]) -.67].558900
ED -.68954050O
1]) -.70710680O
ID -.72424710O
ID -.74095110O
1]) -.75720880O
ED -.773010400
LD -.7883464OO
1]) -.80320750O
BD -.81758480O
II) -.83146960O
1]) -.8448536OO
BD -.85772860O
BD -.870087000
ICD -.88192].200
BD -.8932243OO
1]) -.90398930O
ID -.9142097OO
ED -.92387950O
BD -.93299280O
BD -.94154410O
DD -.9495282OO
1]) -.95694040O
1]) -.96377610O
DD -.97003].300
[D -.975702lOO
1]) -.98078530O
ED -.98527770O
KD -.98917650O
ED -.992479600
H) -.99518470O
UD -.99729040O
1]) -.99879540O
KD -.99969880O

IDF

SEI‘ UP I~IR‘4AL EXJJT 'IO HB
I

SIART: PUSH IB
SUB AX,AX
PUSH AX

I

F IIIFYE 'IHE E AND
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' mv AX,DA‘IA_SEI§
MIN lB,AX
MN AX,EXIPA_SEG
MJV ES,AX

7RESEI"IHEA/D·D/Al1¢\'I2\CI*ImARD. 'IHLSCAUSESIHE
7<IJII·UI‘OFG-lANNEL„O'IO!·lZ>tVE-lOVOLlISI (1'LL RESET
7CIHTUTO\DLESID'H{EGlAM~ELOBEE'CRE'H·IElHSCANHIATIA¤·EDIO'HIE
7 LC

' CELL wL·_zEm
7 CLEAR 'IHE INPUT F'IELD FCR {BER INEUP

' CALL CLR_DlFLD
7 CLEAR 'IHE SCREEN AND SET 'IHE GIISCR

' GLLL cm scm
CALL SEIZCLJIS

7 DISPLAY IRTMPI'1 'I0 'LHE SCREEN

' LEA 11x,1=1¤«1pL·1
CALL DISPLAY
OSIL CLR_INFLD

7WA9IZE SME TIME
I

MJV Lw? CIR,OFFFFH
MIN AX/IEN2

<INI‘_WASLEl: GILL WAIT_L.EIL_T
IIR AX
JNZ <1]‘7I‘_WäSIEl

7 DISPLAY LKMPP2 'IO 'IHE SQIEEN
I LEA DX,LRZMPI’2

CALL DISPLAY

7WASL'E SME TIME

' mv Ax,s¤<
C!INI‘_WASIIEI2: CALL WAIT_lZEL_T
; III! AX

JNZ CIINTWASIE2
7DISPLAYH{1*1PI’3IO'LHESCREEI*!AI‘lDALH)EK}·DOFlBERCI‘I'II{E
7 SCREEN.

LEA ¤x,m:Mpm
CALL DISPLAY
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GTL DISK
GTL EIIH)

7'IHECI1*STANI‘,C=40*,FEI‘IIEI<EDABi7VE1I‘I7'IOFRIMPI'3

I GTL ®‘IVERI‘
GTL GTCC
GTL CTR_]NFLD

7DISPLAYPR14PI‘4TO'T!-IESG?EENAbIDGICIIPQTDIE!1·D'ITiE0F‘IIiE
7I.BI·1¥CI‘IIO'.H·TES('J:?EEI‘I
I

LEA ¤x,Em~a1¤r4
GTL DISPLAY
GTL DISK
GTL KH)

;BASEDCN'H-IEPCI·IEROFTV~DENIE1?EDBY'H·IEIHERDITOH?£14PIB,
7'IHENLMBEROFPODIISFCRAEULLSGTESrüDIC§OF']I—IEQITHJT
7%VEIF(IM. 'IHENFTT.LDI'II·IEbI14EEROFI’<DD~IISFII12
7RAI~IESOF'LTiECIJI'1III‘%VEFC1%'I
I mv ·LENE¤w,1

IVUV VATUE,O
GTL CI1~IVERI'
GTL IIIILRAMES

7DISPLAYPE{MPL5CN'LHESCREENAbIDATSOM·D'IT·lEOF'IT{ELBER
7CNIO‘IT-TESCREEN
I LEA ¤x,m:M1¤15

GTL DISPLAY
GTL DISK
GTL EIB)

7'H·lEMIMEEROFG‘ISOF'H·IE}HSIlI&?YARESICREDDITO(3>tII(1IREP
I mv ·LENEm,1

MIN WäTUE,O
GTL CIIIVERP
MDV AX,VATIJE
MN REP,AX

7DISPLAYDISPTAY3(1‘I'L!·IES(Z':?EEN
I LEA DX,DISPLAY3

GTL DISPLAY

7OPENFT'LE 'DAIA.ARR' FCRREADDIG'IHEPEZ\IGAI‘ID\7ATIEYS
I GTL OEI1

(MP ERKRLOO
JZ 'IHERE
JMP Y
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;CREA'IEFILE'DkIlAPIS.ARR'FCRV1RI'IH‘GH{EFTTIEDDA’IPTIO
I

H-IERE: @LL GEAIEQ
(MPJZ

HIERE1
JMP Y

;IQÄDH·IEFHSTOFH1E!I{ISICEö{
’

HIEIREI: MJV DLZHX)
@]LL INI'I'l
@IL READ
CMP ERRIR,OO
JNZ X
FID [HIFTIERI]
FSTP [FI$I'_PI’]
FVAIT

;IQADH·lESHIIND,FTI‘H·lEC$]1‘1E(IJ1%7EBEH1¢~ZEEI‘1H·IE
7'IV~DPOHISAbH)WRIIEHlEFTI'IEDC1J1?\/ETOHIEF]1E'D¤T'IPTPIS.ARR'
I

@RRY_01: @IL HIT].
@LL READ
(MP ER1@,OO
JNZ X
FI.D [HJFFERI]
FSIP [SEXIND_PI‘]
FWAIT
@I.L FTTWRHE

AU);H-IE!SEIIZNDI~1C1¢1BEI1I4ESHIEF'1I€I‘'

FID [szxmopr]
mr? [Fm1*_P1‘]
FWAIT

;GZNI'1NJE‘IOFI‘I'H·IEl]I*1IIL«EI*1DOFFILE.
;01CEEDF,CL§2H·IEF'I[E'D¤£I2\PIS.AI¥R'

' mp mmm
X: GT.L CL$E“

;0KIEH{EHISICRYISFTI‘IED,HIEDA'IAHFIIE'DA'I¥§.PIS.ARR'
;HAS'IOECUITUI"IOH·IEMISVIAO·IAI‘1I‘1EL•OOFH—IED?\'I2*TCI~1

7DI'280l-AH1ÄRD.HiISISHB[DC1<SOF;64K.FHGI‘,H·IEFILECI1~11RJLBLOC1<OFF'IlE'lI7ä’]I2äPIS.ARR'IS
7RE—FCRREADII‘G.
,

AGAHI: IVDV POHIER,O
MJV ERHLOO

;DISPLAYH·{ENUMBEROFTIMESH-IEL@D}HSI(1§{IiPSBEH¢Appendix
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CALL SEP (IIEGI
LEA l]X,DISPLAY1
GTL DISPLAY
CALL OCNVERI H(
LEA DX,
CALL DISPLAY

70IEN 'IHE FILE 'DP£IAPIS.A'RR'F(1äREADD‘I;

' cm;. OPEN2
OG ERRCR3,00
JNZ Y

7REIADAEL(XXINIO'H-!EAlR’I?AYDA']}\II~IP. DIACISA$AN11~llZED{FCE%'1I—IE
7ARRAY. 'II—1ESIZEOF'IHEBL®<.

mv ¤1,zER¤
PCV FLAG,DI

CN: GT.L 1141'I'3
CALL READl
CPG ERKIR4,00
JNZ Z
HD [HIFTER3]
FSIP [ES:DA['EA_INP-l-DI]
FVRIT
AED DI,O4
OG ,DI
JNE CN

7(IJITUT'H{EBLCX1(TO'IHED/AQ·lAPH‘lEIL•OOF'I!iEDA'IAQ¢EAIU)
7 AND REIITJRN 'IO LQAD ANOIHER BLIIXSK

' cm:. o¤1·_ELocr<
JPG Q4

' z: suß 111,4
P/DV ,DI
MN FT.AG,0l
CALL GJ'I‘_BL®(

7C1·IE¤(IFWE·DLEI·LLSITRYHPSEIE!‘IREIPPlLI'1BEROFTLP4ES
;IFI'I‘HAS, SIOP. IFI‘I‘HA3‘I'*I‘, TIJIHJTMIPDLEIHSICZISZAGADTI ¤Ec REP

JNZ AGAIN1
Y: RE!I‘

P&IN_CNE ENI]?

7
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7 IN_SIR

7 'LHIS ACIZEIPI5 INPUT Päd 'LHE INH7I‘ ARE
;lIIP'INES,;IS'IOE>CISI'.

INCURCESE, ]NHJI‘AREHASBEZE!‘ILEIFZl]~lED'IOBE
;']I·lREEBY'IES,7

TO BE SIGRED.

IBED: AH,BX,DX.

IN_SIR PRXI NEAR
MIN AH,OAH
LE DX,INH7I‘_ARE
INT 21H

7 CLER REIUIN

mv 1211,00
MJV BL,LEN
IVDV 1NPI‘[BX] , 2OH
RET

IN_SIR PNDP

Q mm
7 'LHIS CNIO 'IHE S(REEN 'IHE LGNIPD
7ATL(IATICNINPI‘, POLL(NH)BYACARRIPEREL[URNAI‘lDALJ1{EPEH3.

7 [BED: DX
7 CALLED: DISPLAY

NEAR
LE DX,INPI‘
CALL DISPLAY

LE DX,(RLF
CALL DISPLAY

REI‘PKH)
PNDP

Q cLR_mm>
7‘]HISCLEAE‘]}·lEINHITP‘IELD®'IfiPtT'H·IEbIPDCI‘IblHJT
7 WILL PUT CINLAIN ANY PRIM 'LHE H?ESENI‘INHIT7

AT LEÄITCN INPT.
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{BED:CLR_INFLDHIB NEAR
MJV CX,3
DUV BX,0O

BACK: MIN ]1~1PI‘[BX],2CK·I
INC E{
EDP BACK
ET

Cl'.R_]NF1D ENDP

7
7 C[.R_SC1N
7
7 'IHIS CLEAIE 'IHE SG¥EIEN
7
7

[BED:CT.R_SCRNHä NEAR
IVUV CX,O
MN DX, 184]:7*1
IVDV H·I, 07
IVUV AX, 0600H
INT l0H
RET

CI.R_SC:N ENIIP

7
7 SET_CIJRS
7
7']I·IISSEIS'IHEC1%CR'IO'IHEl7.PP.ERIEFTCIIiZ‘IEROF'I!·iE
7 SGEEN
7
7

USED:SET_CIlEEHI} NEAR
IVUV DX,O
IVDV H·I,O
MN AH, 02
INI' 10H
REI'

SE.T_CIIES ENEP
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E SEI‘_CIJ1El
2 ILES EEKIJHIIRE SETS THE CIEEXIIÜHD THE IIWHEIIJEFT CIX&H§Z<3F THE
FEXIEEN

2 PGIIESIERS

EEIIZ
büüüPII!II{,l&H
PII] DL,OH
BI]! E!{,OGH
DI]! Z¥{,O2
INI l©H
REI

SEQj1ESl ENUP

E c¤1v¤z1·
2 THIS PRCCEEUEE<ZIüEEHS THE ASCII VALUES AT ICCAIHITIINPT
7 TO BINARY

2 IETIESIERS LEEHD: IC(,BX,CX

CIIRHIZP E¥{IZ büüül
PII] CX,lO
IEA SI,INPT“l
III! BL„I1§¢
PII! BH,OO

AGAIN: BI]! AL„[SI+EX]
AND AX,OO0FH
IIHQ TEIIIIIV
Am vA1IJE,Ax
PI]! AX,TE)L}¥IV
BIHJ CX
PII! TE)L}I]ü„AX
[IKS BX
JNE AGAIN
REI

CIIHHZP ENDP

THIS EEIXEHDURE CI!RH§IH5‘IHE BINARY VALUE AT REP TO ASCII CODE
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7 FQ DISPIAY Q 'IHE SCREEN

7 {BED: AX,O{,DX,SI

NEAR
MIN CX, 10
IEA SI,DISPIAY2+2
MSV AX,REP

OVER: (MP AX,10
JB lD@1
XCR DX,DX
DIV CX
Q DL,3OH
IVDV [SI] ,DL
IIC SI
JMP OVER

I¤@l: Q AL,3Gi
MJV [SI] ,AL
REEF

CII‘IVERI‘_H( DIDP

E CALC_C
;'IHISA\HäIUECBASEDQ'I!·IEOF
;AFUILSCAIES7DI3OF'H·1EGH1UTVIPtVEIFCl*H*I,FDIH7TBY'H·@lJSER.
7

USED: AX,CX

NEAR
MN CXJUIRIY
MN AX,WäT.UE
MJL CX
MTJV C,AX
REI'

@LC_C DIW

IZEI‘_PAI~GE
7 'IHIS 'IHE MMBER OF POINIS

IN77R12AFUT.LSC2\IESVII‘I3EI‘I1IEI2EDBY']I{EIBER. PIVE
7 RAIIES BASED Q HMEIG OF TVD AE CREACIED

7 {BED: I~II‘IE
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;***9:*%************·k*·k*·k·k******·k******#******9:****·I¢*·k*******·k********lIEI‘_RAI‘G}5 HDC NELAR
FHD VALUE
PWAIT
CALL IVDIZ
FISI' PPR
FIDIV IVIN
HSP QPR
FIDIV IVIM
FIST RFR
FIDIV IVUV
FIS.? SPR
FIIDIV 'IVUV
FISI‘ IIFR
FIDIV IVKN
FISIP UPR

FHD O‘IE_T_E
FIDIV PPR
FÄDUL FCIIR
FISP P
FIMJL IVUA7
FISI‘ Q
FIMJL IVUV
FIS]? R
FDVIJL IV~U/V
FIST S
FIIVUL IVUA7
FIST T
FIMJL 'IVU/V
FISTP U
FWAIT
REI'

lI!I‘_RANE’S ENDP

I

7 'IVDTZ
I

F']HISIHE@VEROFIV~K)II‘I§IO’]}·1E
7ECIJNDAI‘I§·IEIOPOFII·lE8087SI¥äCI( (IHIS
FHPSEE~IFKIM'II·IEHI)I(BYRICI·IARDS]]\RIZQ‘T'II·IE
7 8087-SEE 14 IN 'IHE BIBLICISRAHIY)
I

7 LSED: AX

IVUIZ PKI.? NEZXR
PUSH AX
FSIGV CNIRL WRD
mm (NIRL;WRDI‘
FVNRIT
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AND CNIRL WRDT, OFBFFH
Q CNIRL'WRUI',OO4OOH

FI.D SI‘(O)_
FR‘ID]NI‘
FLIIJN OTIRL_WF®
FSUB 8I'(l)

,SI‘

FXCH
FID HALF
FXCH
FEREM
FSISW 8117-XT WRD
FWXIT

_

FSIP 8I‘(1)
FZXM1
FIDI
FAUDP 8I‘(l) ,8I‘
TEL BYIE PIR 8IAT_VRD+l,OOOOOOlOB
JZ WAS Z2
FLD1

_

EH) 8I‘,8I‘(O)
FXRP
PMJLP SI‘(l) ,81*

WAS Z2: FSCALE_
FSI'P 8I'(l)
POP AX
RET

'IWJIZ ENDP

7 OHEN1

7]]-IIS OPENS 'IHE FILE 'DAIA.ARR' PQREDDG. FCB 'F(H?EAD'
7 'IHE FILE 'DA'IA.ARR'

7 USED: AX,DX

OPEN1 PKI! NEAR
LE DX,FCBREAD
MIN AH, OFH
INT 21H
CMP AL,OO
JNZ ERR1
IVUV FCB_RE$IZ,RE¤IRD_SZl
RE!I‘

ERR1: IVDV ERRZR1,0l
LE DX,ERRR_1*BGl
CALL DISPLAY
REI'

OPEN]. ENDP
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7
7 OPEP12

7'IHISOPE*S FILE 'DA'IAPIS.AFR' FWREÄDIIG. FCB'FCB~1RI’IE'
7 THE FILE 'DA'IAPIS„AHl'

7 [BE: AX,DX
7 ELLE: DISPLAY

OPEI12 PKXI NEAR
LE DX,
PCV AH, OFH
INI‘ 21H
Q·IP AL,OOI—I
JNZ ERK3
PCV FCB_R{.SIZW,RECIRD_SZl
PCV FCIB_CI*1IRCN,OO
REI'

ERIG: PCV ERRZRLOI
IE DX,ERRIR_P'SGl
CALL DISPLAY
REI'

OE ENDP

PCB
7 'IHE FILE 'DAI1APIS.ARR'

USED: AX,DX
7 CALLED: DISPLAY

CREIE2 HDC NELAR
LE DX,
PCV AH, 16H
INT 2lH
CIP AL, 00
JNZ ERR2
PCV FCB_K’SIZW,REXIIRD_SZl
REI'

EIR2: PCV E.'RRCR2,0l
LE DX,ERKZR_P'H34
(ALL DISPLAY
RET

CREIAIE2 ENDP
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7
7 CILEIE
7
7 THIS PFEEEEURE CTCEES FILE 'EäIEETS.ARR'. FCB 'FCEWRTTE' SPECIFIES
7 THE FILE 'EAIZETS.ARR'
7
7 RBSISTEFS USED: AH,D
7

CICSE PFOC NEÄR
III] AH,lGH
IIHÄ DX,FCI!IIEDE
INT 2lH
RET

CIIIHE7

7 EISPLAY
7
7 THIS PRCEEURE DISFTAYS THE CHERACTERS FCINTED TO BY D. D
7 PlEH‘POINT TO THE CHERACTEFS TO BE DISPDNHä)WHEN THIS
7 E¥{XEIIHUE IS CFIIII)
7
7 PHIEESTERS LEHHD: lüi
7

DISITJEI ITK]: FETS?
BI]! AH,O9
INT 21H
RET

DSFTIYI7

7 INITT,INIT2,INITB
7
7 THESE THEEE IEIIIILEES LEEINE THE DISK TRANSFER.AREAS FÜR
; CEUHUNZERS TI) EE IGÜND IN/OUT PEIIQÄUÖ EHITEIEBTT FTIIES
7
; RBGISTEFS USED: AH,D
7

INIT1 IEIIZ NEÄR
bl]! AH,1ÄH
LEA DXJHTERl
INT 2lH
RET
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INTTl EN

INIT2 I¥KIZ lüüää
PII! AH,1AH
IEA DX,BUFFER2
INT 2lH

”

RET
INET2 ENDP

]{HT3 IEIXZ büüßl
PIX! AH,1AH
IEA D,BUFEER3
INT 2lH
RET

INTT3 ENDP

I; READ,RE2&Dl
I

F THESE IFCXEIUEES READ IN THE CLEEEKHEFS E¥(14l\ETIE AND PLACE THEM
7 INTO THE USK TRANFER.AREA PREVIOUSIY DEFINED BY CAIIING A INTT*
F FFCCEEUEE. FCB 'FCREAD' SEEIHITES THE FTIE 'IATA„ARR'.AN FCB
7 'ECBWRTTE' SEEITTTES THE FTIE 'IEJAITS.ARR'

7 IUTZISTEFS USED: AX,DK
7 I¥{X§ä]RES CPJIIT): DISPLAY

;********************************************************************READ PFC NEAR
P11! AH,l4H
IIHÄ DX,ECI§U§0)
INT 2lH
CMP AL,0O
JZ CIRCT READ
CMD AL,0S_
JZ CIIZZT READ
PIII EIEIIÄTOI
C10) AI„0l
JZ CURCT READ
Ilüä DX,EIGXI{}&332
CALL. EESPLAY

<IZRclT_READ:REI‘
READ ENP

IEÜNDI ITZIZ büüül
III! AH,l4H
IEA DK,PCEMEETE
INT 2lH
C10 20),00
JZ CERRECT
CMD AL,O3
JZ CIIEHTIP
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MN ERXZR4,0l
O4? AL, Ol
JZ GRRECE
LE DX,EIE_NSG2
ELL DISPLAY

<¤?RE¤1*: REI‘
REDI ENDP

EE p
7 'IHLS FREIES FRI'! A DISK ARE
7IEFINE!)KEVICXBLä{'IOAF'IL.E.FCB7

'E'IAPIS.ARR'

USED: AX,I]X
7 ELLED: DISPLAY

FREE HDC NER
MJV AH,l§·I

LEINE 2lH
CMP AL,OO
JZ ECE FREE
LEA ¤><,Em1¤1=<_r«1sc;s
ELL DISPLAY

CIICE WREIE:REI‘
FREIE ENDP

FTI’_I/REE

;'II·lISFTISAS*¤]1HCEII‘lEBEIF~1EIE!‘I'IF~l)I?()]1‘YISAI~H)
7WREIES'II·lEE1NIS]1‘E'IO'H·IEFTEIED(IJR\7E'IO
FAFILE. 'IHENLMBEROFPOINISISED'IOFTE'I!{EC11Fö7EIS
7

USED: MZNE
7

ELIED:FEI‘_WREEPRE NEAR
PLD [FIEGE PE]
FIDFSUB

FSEFDIV 'IFID
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FSIP B

F'I.D [FIIGT PT]
FTD [SKI1~lD_PT]
EAU)
FDIV 'IVD
FSIP A
FVMI‘

GTL ET ETNIS
GTL F‘TT—

RET
F’TT__WRTIE EDP

II.'T_POINIS

;'IHIS'TI-IENUMEIROFR)]II~TIS'I'OBETBED'IO
7FTT'H{E(IB]NEBEIWEEIVDFOD¢ISBAS1§3C!‘I'H·TESVD~I§BEIIVOEE
;'IHE'IVDPOINTS. '1I·IERAI‘IESM,BTl—TAVEEIEH?EVI('lB
7'IO'IHEGILJN3OF']}{ISBY'II-IEET_RAI‘E

USED: AX,DI

ET__FOINIS FRR NEAR
F'1'.D D
FAE
FST D

FUMP 'IFN
FSISN SIA'IS__TnH®
FWATT
IVUV AFI,BY'IE PIR SIAIS__W¤2D+-l
SAFE
JB HEREI
JE HEREI
JMP FST_RANE

HERE].: FIDFUMP
F‘IVE

FSISV STlA'IS_WIRD
FWAIT
MN AH,BY'IE PIR SIP£IS_V~IIRD+l
SAFE
JB HERE2
JE HERE2
JMP SE_RAbE

HERE2:
FIDFTIMP 'IVD_PT_FlV
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FSISW SETS V¤?D
FWATT

—

I/UV AH,BY'IE PIR SETS V~¤?D+-1
SAHF

_

JB HERE3
JE HEREI3
JMP 'IHR_RAI~IE

HERE3: FTD D
FCIMP GE PT TF
FSIQV SETS WIRD
FWATT

_

MIN AH,BY'IE P11? SEIS_MERD+-1
SAHF
JB I-IEREA
JE HERE
JMP F1ZI‘_RAI~GE

HEREI4:
FLDFCIMP ZER PT STF
FSIS'7 SETS_VIH)
FWATT
MJV AH,BYTE FIR SETS WIRD+-1
SAHF

—

JB HEREZ5
JE HERE5
JMP FIF_RANCE

HERE5: JMP SI'X_RAI~IE

FST__RAI{E: MN AX,P
KNMJV

ALPH2
MN [ID OF PIS-I-DI] ,AX
IDV G~TI‘R,AX

JMPSEC_RAIGE:I/UV AX,Q
MN ,AX
IVDV ALQPR
MN [ID OF PIS+-DI] ,AX
I/DV CN]R,AX

JMP'H-lR_RANZE:MN AX,R
MN ,AX
MJV ALRFR
MN [ID OF PIS-+-DI] ,AX
MW G*TH,AX

JMPFRT_RAI~IE:MN AX,S
MN ,AX
MN ALSJER
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MJV [ID OF PIS+DI] ,AX
MJV Q~l'1R,AX
JMP

MN AX,T
MN ,AX
MÜV AX/IIR
MN [ID OF PIS+DI] ,AX
MN G‘UR,AY

JMPSIX_RAI{E21*/UV AX,U
MIN ,AX
MJV AX,{JFR
MN [ID OF P1S+DI] ,AX
MN OTIEAX

REI
IE[‘___m]N1S END?

FIT

I'1HISFITS'1HE(1BINE(IlRVEBEE[ViEE!•ITVDP{)]2‘T1SAIH)WRI1ES
;'1HEFTI'IEDCI1IZ\7E'10'I!·lEF'ILE

{JSED2 E(
CALLED2FIT

PRI! NEIAR
MN BX,(1‘IE

CCN1*_WR1‘: FLD [CIB_'1HEIIA+BX]
FMJL B
FAEO A
FSE? [HJFFER2]
FWAIT
CALL IN1*I*2
OIL WRTJIE

AU)IK (NIR

JNZREI'
FIT ENIP

RESE1*
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LBED: AL,l]X
F GILLED: mLL_SIÄCIUS

2********************************************************************RESEI‘ PÜ NEÄR

7 Sad the stop cmmaxd to the carmard register
I mv ¤x,o2m1

MN AL, OFH
(IJI‘ DX,AL

F
7 Enpty cut part 1r11t1a].ly
I mv ¤x, 02121:1-1

IN AL,DX

7P01.lü1estatusregister‘urrt;ilRELZ\DYbitisset
I CALL POLL_SIA'IUS

I mv I]X,02EEH
MN AL,OH
CUT l]X,AL

7 Read the DAIA <1JI‘ register
I mv DX,O2E¤·I

IN AL,I]X
RESEI END?

; GII‘__ZEm

;'IHIS(IJI'EUl°SO\K)I{IS'IO(I·lAl‘II‘IEL»OOFDI’280l—A

; USED: IUIE
7 GALLED:CIJI‘_ZERD

PÜ NEAR
IVUV DIG CD$,08OOH
QIL WRI‘E__D_'IO_A
REII‘

(17I‘_ZERD ENDP

;***#***************************************************************7
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; CUI‘_BIOG<

F 'IHIS 'IHEI SAMPLE EWJEZEN DATA
F POINIS FCREACHFEAK-VALLEYPAIR]NABL£X}(AI‘lD'I}IEN(1HTIJIS'1I·IE
F DAI?. POINIS 'TO 'IHE D/A CHANNEL.
F

F IEL{IZA_P = VOIIIACE EWQEEN HAK AND VALLEY
;C =CII~SIANT=40*OFFUILSC¥&LESVVD~IC5
FELLIAT ='I‘IMEDEIWEENPE1AKAIiDVALLEY=IEII£[¥\_P/C
FIIIL_'I‘— =SAMPIE]NIERW\LEZIWEENE7ä(}{PAIROFDAt'IAIO]1¢IS
F FRIM HEAK 'IO VALLEY = IELIIA T/SAMPLES
F SAMPLES = # OF SADMES EIIWEIEN A HAICAND VALLEY
;MFS =MIN[BFULLSC2\LEFE'II—IED/AG*lAI‘1I~IE1„
;E~lV_GI~1ST=(I1~1STANTUSH)TOG1€VERI‘AblAL£I§VOLKAGE\7AIlJETOA
F DIGITAL ®E
FDIGGXII =DIGTIALCD1II'IOANANAL%VOIElAGE}\/ALUE
FCIIJNIERI =KEEPSCIIJNI‘OF'IHEFEAIGAI*lDVALLEYSII‘JABL(XZl<
F CIIJNIERZ =KEEPSG1JNTOF']}·IESAMPLEPOD¢ISEW€EIB¢APEAK—VALLEY
; MIR

F USED: ALL
; QLLED: 1*O]NT,WRITE}_D_'IO_A,F'DCLT,VVPIT_IEIL._T

CUT_BLO<.'K HDC NEAR

F m]NT'IO'IHENLMEROFEOINIS]3~I§'10'1I·IEPE2*t1<-VAI.IEYMIR
F AND ET A CIXINIER 'IO 'IHAT MANY EOINIS

' mv pommu,0
MJV FO1NIE1U,0
MIN DLPOINIER
MIN CX,[I‘D OF PI'S+DI]
1*/DV ®JN]Im,Ö{

F MIR

' ALU mmm,2
F ET SI 'IO POINT 'IO 'IHE

mv s1,po1mEm
F POINT 'IO 'IHE \ALLEY/PELAK

' cm:. mm
1*/DV E(,POINIERl
SUB BX,4
MN DI,H)INI‘ER2

F ']1·lE 8087—M1MERIC
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I mmm-
IIIL1TA_P

I
FID ES: [DATA INP4-SI]
EID ES: [I1¤.'H\:DIP+BX]
FSUB
EAE
EST IE[HA_P

IELI[A_T = IEI.§IA_P/CI Rmxv c
EST lII§IA_T

I LEL_T=IIIL{IA_T/#OFSAMPIESBEIVIEEI‘IPEAKAI~ID\7AIIEYI Fmxv mmmzz
EMIL 'IEN 'ID_SD(
EDIV TIME
FISTP I£I)P_CH2
EWATT

ECE 'IO BEI GJTEUT 'IO D/A CHANNEL
I

CIZNT_CUIEUT:EID ES: [l1AH\_DIP·I-DI]
ESUB MES
EMIL QIV CEST
FISTP DIG_‘CDE
EWAIT

2 (IJIHJT ECE 'IO D/A CHANNELI cm;. w1¤:·m_1>_·1¤_A
2 WAIT EQ IEL_'I‘ SEHZNIB

I mu, wm:1=_¤E:L_T
2 EODIT 'IO 'I.1-IE NEXT DAIA EDIT
I AED 1¤o1mm22,4

MN DLEDIIER2

; 'II-IE QIJNIER AND Q-IEIX IF AIL SAMPIES BEIWEEN EEAK
7ANDW\ILEYHAVEEIENCUIEUT.IE"I11EY}1AVE}UT,G1¢IEI4[JEIO
;GIIHH"IHEEDIIS.IE"H-1EYHAVE,C}·IH1(IF"II{E¥~K-DIEB[.CXIr(
2 1-IAS EDI <III'FUT.I mmc mmmzz

JNZ (IZNT_O2ITFUT

OVIP FIAG,Ol
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JE GIEHCL

'IOCUTFUT
7 'IHE PRESENT ELLIX.
I cap c:Nsma1·1,¤1

JB FIX
CIZNTIIN:

JPGCHEIKL:OGJE
GJT

JPG GNTIN

FIX: CALL FDCIT
¤JI‘: REH"

CUI‘__BT.(XI( ENDP

mm
;'IHISP/DVES'H·IEREMADSAT'IHEFI*lDOF'H·1EP!?ESEI‘ITBL(Xl(
7 'IO 'IHE OF 'IHE NEXT

USED: BX,DI

FETT HOC NEÄR
MN DI,ZEE©
IVDV BX,PO]NIERl

UP1: FID ES: [DKE ]NP•-BX]
FSTP FS: [DÄIAEDI]
FWATT
AID DI,4
AID POINIER].,4
MJV BX,K>]NIERl
OGJAE

IINE
JPG UPl

IIINE: REI'
FETT DIDP

'JHIS 'IHE STNIIB OF 'IHEI
FA/D-D/AH]ARDUNTIL'H·IEREADYBTTISSET. ITTHENREIURPE
7 'IO 'IHE C2-XLIIPG RIJTINEL

[BED: AL,BL,I]X
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MILSIATIB(INIT:
MN DX,02EHjI
IN AL,l]X
MJV BL,O4
AND BL,AL
JZ GNI1
REI'

MIL_SIA'IUS ENDP

7'1HIS(IJI‘HJISAVDIHA(E'IO'H·IED/AC!iAbl!~1EI„O
7BASEDCN'IHEDIGI'IAI.®IEI£E.'IH)ATDIG_CDlE

Hä NEAR

7 O.xt:;_:11t the SIOP MTIFBIÜ. tc the camarxi register

' mv I}(,O2El]·I
MN AL, OFH
(IJI‘ I]X,AL

7 Ezrpty out; port irxitially

' mv ¤x,o2m-1
IN AL,DX

7 R>1J.thestatusregister11r1t5.lRE¥sU${bit5sset

' CELL MIL_SIATIE
7 Output the CLEAR cxxmarxzl to the camand register

' mv AL,o1H
QT]? l]X,AI.

7 Pc>lJ.thestatus1:egiste1*m1t5lRE2xDYbitisset”
CALL

mv AL,os1~1
CUT I]X,AL

F
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7 mit until DAR IN FULL flag is cleared

' cmri DA'I2\_IN
7 mmm the DAC SEILECI‘ byte tp the mta In register

' mv DX,O2EX}{
MJV AL,OHG]I‘

l]X,AL

7 Wait until DAR IN FULL flag is cleared

' cm:. ¤¤mA_m
7 mmm low bym to DAC O
I mv Ax,¤1c; cbm

MN DX,O2EÜ·I
(ITT DX,AL

7 Wait until DAR IN FULL flag is cleared

' cm;. ¤zm_m
7 Output high byte to DAC 0

' mv DX,O2E¤·I
IVDV AL,AH
(IJ]? DX,AL

;Pollthestatusregisterf¤r·tI1ereadybitse1:ti:1g

' cmz. 1¤oLL_s1mus
REI' p

WRI'1E_D_'IO_A ENDP

;**************************kk********************************kk***

E ¤A·m_m
E EHS GIEUG EIE
SIAILB7UNI'H„'1}iE"DA'IAD€FUIU'FIAGISCLE¥*.RED.ITE—IEI€REIIJ1Z~B
7 'IO 'IHE CIAHDG KITTINE.

USED: AL,BL,DX

DATA IN PRE NEAR
CINIÜ: MN DX,O2E1]·I

IN AL,I](
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MJV BL,O2
XCR BL,AL
AND BL,O2
JZ (INI2
RET

DA.'IA_DIDIDP7

7 WATT_EIL_'T A
7

7 HI)P_C1R

7 {BED: CX

WAIT_lIIL_T PRE NEAR

IVDV CX,I.G)P_CIR
HERE: IEP HERE

RET

WAIT_IIEL_T DIDP

7
7 EDIT

;'II·HSE]I‘IIS'IOADI?«'IOAEDIT
7
7 'USED: CX

EDIT NEAR
MJV CTX,GIJI‘IIER2
MN C111NIE,CX

TOP: AE PODIIERl,4
III! CIIJNIE
JNZ LOP E

REIT
EDIT DIDP

CD1II_SEIS DIE
DID START
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Appendix E. Neuber Control Program Listing

The following pages of this appendix contain the source code for the Neubcr Control

program. Comments are indicated within curly brackets and the Pascal program statements are

shown in capitals. The program is commented from a functional viewpoint instead of individual

statements to provide a neat listing of the program.
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PKH¥AM NEUBER(1]‘IE{JI',(IJI!ETJI‘) 7

{lncltde the HAB x¤1t.ines fcr Turbo Pascal}

{SI C:PCHEES.'IP}
{SI C:PCLER$.PAS}

{Define ccrstarrts, labels, variable types ard the variabla}

CCt‘SI‘
CBO=37
ZER)=20487
FIIJR=4E+O57
OL'.I*SI'1=4.8828125E—O37

IABEL (IZNI'INUE,QJI'I',7

TYPE
[l..2048] OF INIHER7

D]REIZI'ICI~I=(lJP,lII*«l!‘I) 7

WR
PA'§EEI,Sl,S2,C,KF,E,IEILlI¥äS:RE2lrL„;
POINIRA'IE,TI(ITkG:RE¥äI„7
1NH2P£lZE:II~IIEIER7
NUMI'I<Zl<S:]1¢IEI3r.“R7
CYCLES,N,K,J,m:D¢EEIk’R;
HISICRRINIEIER7
]NE'lI.E:'IExI‘;

:'IEXI‘7
FILE OF REAL7

SIATHNIBZER;
ADVAHIEHNIEIER7
GARBAGEZl:<}IAR;

ADVAI.UEl,AI1fALUE2:I1rIIEER7
S1RAD~I,SIRESS:REAL;

,:REAL7
:1NIEGER7

:SIR]1~G[20]7
AREA,,FSSIQAD:REAIr;

,:REAL7
:INIEIIR7

DIR:DIREX°:I'ICN;
IDIRHNIEIER;
S*4IN,94AX:REAL7
®‘SI’2,CI1*SI’3:REAL7
SDIF:REAL;
'IOL:REAL7
DkIE:SIR'l}G[20}7

{'Ihe program beqirs here}

BHEIN
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{S€tl@Ü'BSCI'£’1fO1°t9{C8IÜÜ£Ö%iI'$®lOI'Oft©CC}

CLFBCR7

(C80);

(BLACK)7 »

'IEXI®L£R(G?EEN)F

{Displayt.it·.learxit;henpz¤rpttl‘re11serf¤rir1;11t}

WRI']ELN(' NEUBER (INROL'); _
m1;·z:LN(• —l——'):
WRTIELN7

'IEXI®L(R(CYAN)7

WRIIEUENIER 'IHE DATE: ');
REAl]LN(DAIE)i

WFUEI'E1I.N7
WRI'IE('H~TIEER 'IHE NUMBER: ');
REAl]T.N()7

WRIIELNF
WR]IIE('ENIER'IHE FAIIGJEIUIUI FACICR, IG': ');
READLN(KP‘)7

WRI'IEl'.N7
WRI']ZEI('EI‘TI!ER'IIIEI43l1JHB OF El'.ASI'ICII'IY, E MIGI: ');
RE:ADLN(E);

WRTIELNF
WE€lI'IE('ENIER'IHEARE‘AMMCESS(1JARE: ');
REAlIILN(ARE‘A)7

WRIIEILNI
WRIIE('ENIER']I·IE FULLSCAIE SRAM: ');
REAl1I.N(F

WRIIELN;
®IE('ENIER'IHEFUILSC2*tLEI.QADMI<IPE‘,: ')7
RDtl'1LN(I’SSI.QAD)F

WRTIELN7
WKI.'IE('ENIER'IHElISIRE1)<1*J'I!·1EC:')F
R¤x¤LN('I¤L);

WIEIEILNFWK['IE2'EI~1IER'1I·1ERAMPRA'IE IRI·])FCR'IHE GJITUT');
WRIIE ' SIGNAL: ');
REAl]LN(RK'EI)7
WRIIELN7
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WRI‘IELN('WHPH‘ IS ']1·IE INI'I'IALDIRE£'I‘ICN OFRAMPIIG 1ISIRED?’)7
WRI'I‘E('ENIERA 1 FCRUPCRA2 FCRIIMN: ')7
REN][N(IDIR) ;
WRIIELN7

WRI'IE('ENI‘ER1F®ACI1*B'I7äNT‘IEST(122 F(RA ');
WRI‘IE(' 'IEST: ')7
REÄD1’.N(HISICRY) 7

{Set up the directim to tersicn or ompcression}

II' ID®1 'H·IEN
DIR:=UP {'Ilersion}

HSE
DIR:=I¤QN; {Cmpressim}

{&sed on the direct:icn_of xaupirg, set up the}
{analog data value array aooozrdmgly}

CASE DIR OF

UP:

BEGIN

:=ZEm7
FCR K := 1 'IO 51.1 II) BEGIN

:= 2048+(4*K)7
END;

513] := 40957
F(12K:=5l3'IO1535mHI31N

:= 6144-(4*K)7
END7
HRK := 1536102047 IbBElGIN

:= (4*K) -61447
END7

END;

HSE

BEGIN

[1]:=ZER37
PHI K:= 1 'IO 512 II) KEIN
END[K+l] := 2048—(4*K)7

FCRIK := 513 'IO 1535 II) BEGIN
] := (4*K) -20487

END7
1537] := 40957

FCR K:=l537 'IO 2047 ID EEIN
[K+1] := 10240-(4*K)7

END;
END;
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END;

{Pssign variable narres to the irrteurediate file 'iEEMP.DAI‘}
{ard results file RESUIIIS.D?>£I‘}

ASSIGN(, 'B:'IEMP.DNI")7
REImIE()7

ASSIG~I 'B:RESJIlIS.DAT')7
RENRI?IE)7

{O¤rp.1tethehype¤r:bolico¤sta1*11;sde;¤er·di1xg¤1voetlrera}
{ozrstarrt arrplrtude test is required or a variable arrplitude}
{is desired}

GSE HISICRY OF
{Omstam: arrplitude test}

1:
HEJGIN

{Pr¤rpttheuserforthemaxirn.ma1duü11i1r1xnr¤r1irra1 stxess}
{ard the rrurrber of oorrstarrt arrplitude cyclä}

WRUZELN7
WRITE('ENIER'IHEMA}ClM.]l*4I~I1*d11‘1Z*xI•SI1?ESS, SEX INIGI: ')7
RE2§DLN(SEX)7
WRITEILN7

WRI'1ZE('ENI!ERC[HEMINIMJb4I‘I1‘€l1‘IAI„SIRESS, SVLIN INKSI: ')7
RE¥äDIN(SVI1N)7
WRIIEIN7

WRIIE('l·¤·~7DENY CYCLES OF CI1~BI¥äNI‘ : ')7
REAl]LN(CYCLES)7

{<1:xrp.rte the rarge}

I]?.LlIAS:=SEX-S4IN7

'IEEIXI®1'.CR(RED)7

{Info¤u‘d*euserü1atthehype;d:olicou·star1tsarebei:g}
{omputed by the program}

WRIIEILN7
l/®IEIN7
®]ZE1IN(' HYERKEIC') 7

{Ifthe%tisrrot:Otorra>d1r1¤uloadirrg, oarputethefirst}
{omstarrt separately based m the direction of}
{loading ard store lt in the irrtemedtate file}

IF SVIIN<>O.O 'IHEN BEGIN
IF IDIR=l 'IHEN

SDIF:ä*4AX
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HSE
P SDIF:=S4ZI1~I7

C:=§(KF*SDIF)/EF
WRI'IE(,C)F

BIDF

{üurpxtethemmberofreversalsardüiererairderofüie}{hxßedaolicccmstantsarxistoretlieniiitiueiriteumediate}
{f el

N := 2*CYCLESF
C := §(KE'*IIILiI?S)/EF

IF S·lIN<>0.0 'IHEN BEGIN
FCR J:=2 'IO N I1)

EGIN
WRI‘IE(,C) ;

BIDF
BID

HSE KEIN
FCR J:=l 'IO N 11)

EFGIN
WRI'IE(,C) F

BIDF
BIDF
CL$E()F

BID;

ELSE {Variable anplimde test}

ESIN

{lnfcmntheuserthatüielxypeiduolicocxstaxrtsarebeiixg}
{¤¤rp¤¤=¤d}

'IEXI®I.CR(RED)F
WRIIEEILNF
WRITELNF
WRIIEI.N( HYPERHBIIIC') F

{Ompute the hypeiiaolic cxxstarxts based cn the variable}
{r¤umal1·1ist¤rypr¤videdintl1e11~IPLII‘.I1¢xT filecnthe}
{hard disk}

N:=O:
ASSIG‘I(]}IEII.E,'C:II*IE{JI’.1Y>«'I")F
RESEI‘(Zl]~IF1IE) F
READ(INFILE,Sl)F
MHILE PUT EDF(D*IF]lE) I1)

EIIIIN _
RED(INFH.E,S2) F
IEHIPS := A$(S2-Sl)F
c :#¤R(1<E=~11:1:m6)/E;
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N:=N+l;
Sl:$2;

END?
CLE!()7

END?
END;

{Initialize the mo interface boards and select the 131*2805}
{tcbeginwith. 'D‘£DI°Z805kX)3IdiSUS€3.tDg€’)9I'ö.t€‘l'l1E}
{rarrp usarg IMA)

SITATSIAT{O„1‘@IlZ

zero volts cr: D/A channel 0 of the DI'2805 board}
{to allcwt1·1eusertoreplace‘tl1eI~£ES functicngenerator}
{with the juuper frcm D/A channel 0}

ADVAIIJE :=ZER)7
8IAT :(O,AIIüäHJE)7
'IEXI(I)ICR(CYAN)7
RESEI‘()?

WRTIELN7
WPl'IELN("ZlI·lE(1JITIJI‘OFC!·lAl‘lI‘1EH'.„O IS ZER)VOII[S');
®IELN7
WRI'IE1N('PI.E2%SE8IRH<EANYKEYTOEGD€RAb4PD‘GQ€GlAbH~1E1„O');
RE2\D(KH),)7

{setupdisplayofreversalpointsmtdweszzreerxarudin}
{the rwalts f1le}

CLRSCR;

']ZEIXICOI.CR(C$üäN)7

WPIIELN7
DAIE: ',I¥&'IE);

WRIJZEILNI
WPIIlEILN("IOIEIRAl‘lCE CN HYPEREIIC GIGHANT: ','IOL);

WRI'IEIN, DNIE: ',DÄ'.lZEI);
WRIIELN)F
WEI.'IE1N,"IOIERAl‘lC£ CN (IIGIANT: '/IDL);

CPSE HISICRY OF
l:

BEGIN
WRIIELN7
WPl'IE1N('G1~SIANT 'IEST: ')F
l¢·RI'IEl’.N('____ii___i_');
WRITELN7

WR]'fIEl'.N)7

'
WRI'IEI.N,:®‘BILÄNI‘Appcndix
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WRI'IEl'.N('SVlAX= ',S*4AX,' , SVIJN=',9'[1N);
WRTIEINF
WRI'IE1'.N('MMBEROF CYCLES = ',CYCLES);
WRI’IELN,'S4AX= ',SVlAX,', 9(1N= ',S*·IIN);
®IEI1ZN)F
WRI'IELN, 'NCMBER OF CYCLES = ',CYCLES);

END;
HSE

BEGIN
WRTIELN7
WRl'.'IELN(' 'IEST: ');
WllUTIEZ1'.N('___l______i');

WRTI!EI1'.N)F
WRI'IELN, 'IEST: ')7

END?
END;

WRTIELN7
wRmE1N(•1<F =',KF,', E=',E,'1<SI '>:
WREIEILN7
WRTIEI.N('RAMPRA'IE = ',RA'IE, 'Hz');

WEH'IE1N); •
WE['IELN,'KF =',KF,', E =',E,' IGI ');
WRI'IE1ZN)F
WRI'IELN,'RAMPRA'TE = ',RA'IE,' Hz');

(YE1'l£W~T)7
®IEILN7
WEDIEILN?
WRI'IELN(' STRESS SIRAIN');
vQE{['1E§[N('_ _ __l•);
WRTIELN7

WRTIET.N)7

WRI'IELN) SIRESS SIRAIN')
l»1RI'IEIl.N:'_ ');
®IEI.N)7

(Setupt·he¤·1—lgoa::dclocJ<cx1tI1eDI'2805 forthef1·eq„1e1·cy}
{of xaupug desued}

IOJNIRAIE := RA'TE*2048;
'TIGG :=R11R/EINIRAIEi
MMTIQG :=RIJND(TIQG)F
SET := sE:1U1¤¤¤c(o,0):
8IAT := (Nl.MI'I(IG)7

{Initial axis defined to be zam}

:=Oi
:=OF
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K:=l7
SIA'I‘:U¢~IRD(0) 7

{Readtinefirethype:gbolicoorstantfx¤u‘dnei1nte¤rediate}
{file ard begin xaupirg)

READ(,C);
SET := (2048,[l])7

{Select the DI280l—A board ard cxxrpute two ocretarrts}
{requjredirntherrunitorirgloopoatsideoftineloop}
{to achieve xraximrm saupling rates}

SIAI‘:(l);
CHGIQ :=FSSLOAD/ (lO*ARE1Ä) 7
®~lSI'3:=/107

CINHNUE: {'lherrunitdringlocpofthesträsardstzainvaltresbeghs}
{THE}

{Mmitcr the fcroe ard load signals}

SIAT := AIX}/7>lUE(O,l,AD\7AIUEl);
SIAT := AlIÄ7ALUE(l,l,AlJ\fAL[JE22) 7

{ücxnverttheanalogdatavaltrestostressardstrairr}

SIRESS :=((ADVAI.UE1].*®‘1SI'].)—lO)*CL°I‘BI'2;
SIRAIN :=((AUVA'LUE2*CII~SI'l)—lO)*CIZt‘SI'3;

{Gneck for satsisfactim of Ne1ber's crsiterictn within }
{specified tolerance after omputaticn of the stzräs}
{ard strain rarges fztm the given axis}

IF (SIRESS—)>O 'H-IEN
:$IRESS—

HSE
:-SIRESS7

IT (S1RA]N—>O 'IHEN
:=S'IRA1N-

HSE
:-SIRADI7

IF 'H-IEN BEGIN

{If N6.1ber's criterim satisfied, then select the D1‘2805}
{boardards¤q>thexarrpingafterfi:dirg*tlnelo<:ati¤n}
{in the ranp when the D/IA 1S stogpei}

SIAT:(2) 7
SIAT
:=SIAT:= SIOHIIMDGAF

{Adjustthe<:1mtd¤etode1aybel:¢:ee1tes‘tirngardst<¤;1pirx;}
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{the IMA}

{Redefined1enewaxisardw^rr·itet11erever~salpo5.x1ts}
{to the RAM drlve ard onto the screen}

:=SIR'ESS7
:$1‘RAINF

VHIFIINC ',K,' ',S]RESS,' ',SIRAI.N);

WRI‘IELN,' ',K,' ',SE,' ',SE2AIN);

{Redefine the analog data value array}

F? J:=l 'J.0 ID BEGIN
J] := [2048—+J]7

FND;
F? J :=+l) 'I0 2048 II) EEIN

[J] := [J-];
END?
F? J:=l *10 2048 II) ESD!

[J]:[2049¤]']?
END;

Oontirruetouuuitortlue}
{stressardstrarnrirutardstopüreprograrnifitis}

K:=K+l;
IF K=N+l EIEN @10 QJIT;
RE1AD(,C)7
S1A'I‘:=(2048,[l])7
S1A'1‘:(l)7

END?

@10QJIT:
CL$E;

SIATEND.
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